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THEATRICAL THERAPY©

Theatrical Therapy© is a term that we developed and registered with 
the Copyright Office

Reflects the therapeutic value of all forms of theatrical arts

Acting

Singing

Dancing

Visual Art



“ON THE PRACTICAL SIDE”

Three criteria

Is it something that you can reasonably do?

Will it create change and growth? 

Will the change and growth be maintained over time?



“LIFE IMITATES ART, ART IMITATES LIFE”



“LIFE IMITATES ART FAR MORE THAN ART IMITATES LIFE”
~ Oscar Wilde



~ Bernard Berenson

“All of the arts, poetry, 
music, ritual, the visible arts, 
the theatre… … must singly and 

together create the most 
comprehensive art of all —

a humanized society, 
and its masterpiece… …free man.”



“The only true source of

knowledge

is experience.”

[wisdom]

~ Albert Einstein



“The study and practice of the psychology of human growth 
should be a unified dance of science and art.”



“SCIENCE IS TO THOUGHT 
WHAT ART IS TO EMOTION”



“Science is the objective analysis and presentation of life.”

Science methodically, ever more sharply defines facts.



FACTS

Facts rarely create or 
maintain human change and 

growth.



THE DANGERS OF SMOKING
Cigarette smoke contains over 7,000 chemicals, 69 of which are known to 

cause cancer

Smokers die significantly earlier than nonsmokers: 13.2 years for men and 
14.5 years for women

Smoking directly responsible for approximately 90 percent of lung cancer 
deaths and 80-90% of COPD (emphysema and chronic bronchitis) deaths

In 2009, 20.6% of adults, 19.5% of high schoolers, and 5% of middle schoolers 
were current smokers

Secondhand smoke inhaled by nonsmokers from others’ cigarettes classified 
by U.S. Environmental Protection Agency as known human carcinogen



TIPS FROM FORMER SMOKERS



“Art is the 
emotional 

experience and 
expression of life.”



ART AND EMOTION CREATE:

1. Inspiration

Creates motivation and action

2. Innovation

Creates novel perspective and creativity

3. Integration

Novel perspectives and strategies create unified, new order with 
existing beliefs



ART AND EMOTION CREATE:
Awakening of best self through theatre dates to mastery of fire

People once forced to retire with dying sunlight

Now possible to be active into night by the warm fire



Darkness descended and night air full of sounds of PREDATORS

New fiery light set stage for new elements in storytelling

Stories held more MAGIC



One could even hear terrified, ragged breathing of brave warrior

By the light of dancing flames, a close encounter with a wolf became a 

harrowing escape from the JAWS���������	
��������������������  OF���������	
��������������������  DEATH



Dinner after successful hunt morphed into feast

Epic victory over forces of nature, itself

Everyone inspired by and in awe over courage displayed by their 
mighty hunters

Even stories of love or interpersonal conflict became intimate 
revelries of romance and intrigue



THE AWAKENING OF THE HERO

These tales allowed people to escape the stressful nature of their lives 
while simultaneously experiencing their lives

Began to imbue the human experience with a new sense of significance

Life no longer bleak and arduous struggle to break even

Instead life a fantastic journey of hope involving close companions and 
romance

Children watched raptly as stories were told again and again with 
escalating detail



Stories created legends

Legends created HEROES



THEATRE, A COMMUNAL 
SPIRITUAL CEREMONY
“Theatre is so critical because it 
has always been able to release 
people from their isolation…The 
theatre is a communal event, 
church.  The playwright constructs 
a mass to be performed for a lot 
of people.  She writes a prayer 
which is just the longings of one 
heart.”  ~ Marsha Norman 



THEATRE AND SPIRITUALITY

Spirituality and theatre have gone hand-in-hand for thousands of years

Originated with rituals of tribal priests and shamans

Priests disguised themselves with lavish masks and ceremonial garb

Acted as intermediary between the society and divine forces

Aside from the spiritual “value”, these rituals would express the desires 
of the community to reach out beyond themselves

Longed for sense of completion within themselves



THEATRE AND SPIRITUALITY

The earliest written history of formal theatre was 2500 B.C.

Egyptian melodrama Abydos

Presented the death of the god Osiris as an annual ceremony 
designed to examine the nature of spirituality



THEATRE AND SPIRITUALITY

“The theatre is a spiritual 
and social X-ray of its 
time.  The word theatre 
comes from the Greeks.  
It means the seeing place.  
It is the place people 
come to see the truth 
about life and social 
situations.”  ~ Stella 
Adler



GREEKS LAID GROUND WORK 
FOR MODERN THEATRE



GREEK THEATRE

Greek audiences very engaged in playacting

Felt free to call out own ideas to the actors during a play

Early reflection of the way theatre can provide an interactive 
experience of life for audience



GREEK THEATRE

The term persona originally a Greek term for theatrical mask or 
character

Greeks wore masks in their theatre to clearly express the 
character being played.



GREEK IDEALS

Ancient Greeks were philosopher poets

Philosophies were an effort to explore:

Nature of existence

Purpose of life

Optimum values

Functional human relationships



GREEK IDEALS

Plato wrote about the concept of “Pure Ideas”

Believed to be concepts available through attunement to our 
spirit

Guide us in how to live successfully in the world



MEDIEVAL IDEALS

Medieval Europe — all aspects of human society and culture 
deteriorated horribly



MEDIEVAL IDEALS

Dire circumstances led the Catholic Church to develop theatre as a 
means to impart spiritual messages of hope

Promote the idea that suffering was a part of life

Part of Jesus’ life

Focus on moral behavior and salvation



RENAISSANCE IDEALS

With the Renaissance came a new awakening for theatre

The brilliance of Shakespeare brought a new level of sophistication to theatre

Advanced theatre in how deeply he explored a greater complexity

Human relationships

Internal struggles

Ability to communicate lessons to educated and uneducated made theatre 
accessible to all



THEATRE BEFORE PSYCHOLOGY

Long before humanity developed a science for treating human 
emotions and relationships, theatre was creating experiences for its 
audience which enhanced their understanding of themselves and 
sense of significance of their own lives



PSYCHOLOGY MARKED 
BEGINNING OF MODERN THEATRE

Psychology reinforced the already existing philosophical and 
spiritual nature of theatre

Express human experience

Deepen theatre’s potential to facilitate personal growth



FREUD AND THEATRE

Modern theatre took great step forward in the late 1800s

Influenced by dawn of modern psychology in the teachings of 
Sigmund Freud

Provided scientific basis for understanding human and behavior



 “…the human character could be analyzed… Subconscious 
motivations might be suppressed memories from early 
childhood or traumatic events that we’ve blocked out of our 
conscious awareness

(Naked Playwriting, The Art, the Craft, and the Life Laid Bare)

Realistic characters are built on cause-and-effect logic, in which 
every word they speak and every action they take can be traced 
back to their heritage, and their physical, sociological, and 
psychological traits.”  

~ Downs and Russin



JUNGIAN PSYCHOLOGY

Carl Jung

Protégé of Freud

Jungian Psychology

Introduced a spiritual perspective to psychology

We come into this world integrated and whole

Hold all unique potential within our spirit when we are born



JUNGIAN PSYCHOLOGY

Experience worldly rejection

Learn to repress some parts of ourselves

Lose our wholeness or authenticity

Construct socially acceptable mask (persona)

Blocks connection to our own spirit

Blocks ability to express authentic self

Prevents us from creating our best life



JUNG AND THE ARTS

Jung recognized the value of the arts

Allow us to experience and express our true spirit

Allows us to travel optimum life journey

Become our best self



DIFFERENTIATION OF THERAPIES

Over the course of the twentieth century, art-centered therapies evolved into distinct 
mental health disciplines

Art Therapy

Music Therapy

Dance Therapy

Drama Therapy

Treat psychological disorders

Facilitate personal growth



THE HERO’S JOURNEY

“I haven’t really written my plays and books—I’ve heard them.  The 
stories are already singing in your genes and in your blood.”

~ Sebastian Barry 



THE HERO’S JOURNEY

Joseph Campbell explored mythology as method for understanding unfolding story of our lives

Defined mythology as “an organization of symbolic narratives and images that are 
metaphorical of the possibilities of human experience and fulfillment” (The Hero’s 
Journey…On His Life and Work)

Most famous is The Hero’s Journey

Journey of self-awakening to wisdom of our spiritual gifts

Become our true and best self, live our best life, and make a unique contribution in the 
world

In this way you become the “Hero” of your own life’s story



THE HERO’S JOURNEY

The Hero’s Journey is illustrated in many stories, plays, and movies 
throughout human history:

The Wizard of Oz

Star Wars

The Lord of the Rings



THE HERO’S JOURNEY

Wizard of Oz Video



THE HERO’S JOURNEY

The Hero’s Journey focuses on the central point of life

Growth of the human spirit through overcoming the inner 
conflicts and worldly conflicts

Explored through theatre, psychology, and spirituality



MODERN THEATRE

As audiences, writers and theatrical performers become more 
psychologically sophisticated, modern theatrical experiences (stage 
plays, movies, and television shows) become ever more powerful in 
their ability to allow us to escape ourselves and face ourselves all at 
the same time



CRITICAL PSYCHOLOGICAL/
THEATRICAL CONCEPTS AND TERMS

Internal and environmental struggle at base of a client’s problems

Psychology — issues

Theatre — conflict

Bring interest and tension to a theatrical production

May be as simple as the worldly struggle of good versus evil

May be as complex as desire to do what I want vs. what others 
need me to do

1



CRITICAL PSYCHOLOGICAL/
THEATRICAL CONCEPTS AND TERMS

Base of a positive change

Psychology — personality growth and resolution of issue

Theatre — character arc drives resolution of conflict

2



CRITICAL PSYCHOLOGICAL/
THEATRICAL CONCEPTS AND TERMS

Learning at base

Psychology — life lesson

Theatre —  moral

3



CRITICAL PSYCHOLOGICAL/
THEATRICAL CONCEPTS AND TERMS

Psychology — issues, personality growth, and the life lessons 
automatically relevant because they are about the individual

Theatre — conflict, character arc, and moral are important to the 
theatrical experience having a meaningful individual effect

This principle will be evident in presentation of the Marital 
Musicals research

4



CRITICAL PSYCHOLOGICAL/
THEATRICAL CONCEPTS AND TERMS

Psychology — Personality types & personality disorders

Dependent alcoholic Male with Counter-dependent (Co-
dependent) caretaker Female

Theatre — Archetypal personalities & archetypal relationships 

5



LEVELS OF PERSONAL 
INVOLVEMENT
The level of personal involvement and relevance are both important 
variables to consider when examining the effectiveness of theatrical 
therapy.

1. The most involved and relevant is participating in a Theatrical Therapy 
Group

2. The next most involved and relevant activity is participating in a group 
theatrical experience, with a familiar conflict

3. The next most involved and relevant activity is being audience for a 
theatrical production with relevant conflicts



1 — PARTICIPATING IN A 
THEATRICAL THERAPY GROUP

Our Own Theatrical Therapy Group

Launched our first Theatrical Therapy Group (2012)

Awaken Your Inner Hero Through Theatrical Therapy

Co-facilitators

Terry Nelson, M.A. Music Therapist

Stephanie Bolton, M.A. MT-B.C. Music Therapist

Linda Frank, M.A. Licensed Professional Counselor and Art Therapist

Rita Brown, M.A. Licensed Professional Counselor and Dance Therapist



‘Warm Fuzzies’ Have Magic Powers

Every Valentine’s Day from kindergarten until middle school

Stop at 5th grade; 6th graders “too cool”

Repeatedly during critical developmental years

Presentation to create understanding of Valentine’s Day message of love

Help shape values and behaviors to be kind, loving people

2 — PARTICIPATING IN A GROUP 
EXERCISE ABOUT A FAMILIAR CONFLICT



WARM FUZZIES

To allow the audience to experience the value of this type of 
presentation, we are going to share this experience the same way as 
the children

With children, we selected who would be lead characters and 
sometimes assigned roles to all of the children

In this presentation, Bess and Margaret play two lead roles and 
audience will have one shared role



WARM FUZZIES



WARM FUZZIES

On many occasions, class then had a week-long contest

Who could give most warm fuzzies to others?

Conflict — my needs vs others’ needs

The character arc is realization of the moral — “And in the end, the 
love you take is equal to the love you make.”  ~  Lennon/McCartney

Great deal of initial discomfort, but now more smiles and kindness 
around the office



3. BE AUDIENCE FOR THEATRICAL PRODUCTION 
DEALING WITH RELEVANT CONFLICTS

Impact greater depending on the nature of the production

Relevance of conflict

Intensity of presentation

Emotional content

Setting

Songs

Lighting



MARITAL MUSICALS RESEARCH

Partnered with Independent Musical Productions (2014)

Received grant to investigate effect of emotionally powerful musicals on audience thoughts, feelings and actions 
regarding marriages

2 Tony-Award-winning musicals featuring only married couple

The Last Five Years (contemporary)

I Do, I Do! (1960s)

Close examination of the struggles of their marriage

Audience questionnaire to assess impact of the show 

Tested 52 hypotheses

James will be presenting this study



MARITAL MUSICALS RESEARCH

Independent Musical Productions (IMP) has a history of producing 
shows with significant psychological and sociocultural depth

In collaboration with IMP, wrote proposal Alabama State Council on 
the Arts (ASCA) for grant

Can theatre affect audience’s thoughts, emotions, and behavior?

If so, what factors make a difference in how much effect the 
show might have on audiences?



SHOW SELECTION

Show criteria

Addressed important issues from audience’s real lives

Source of struggle for most people

Could provide awakening to a new perspective

Shows about marriage seemed obvious choice

Most adults either are married, have been married, or plan to marry

50% divorce rate underscores importance of making an impact

Wanted to choose shows with dramatic messages about marriage and songs which reflected 
those messages



MARITAL MUSICALS RESEARCH

“I want everyone to feel as much as possible as if they inhabit 
the same space.  The more fluid the relationship between 
actor and audience, the better.” ~ Christine Jones



VARYING FACTORS

Do different factors make difference in effect on audience?

Set shows in the new Lee High School “Black Box Theater”

Black Box theater intimate venue

Allows audience to feel they occupy same space as performers

Subjectively feeling “part” of experience or very closely 
connected may be factor in whether a theatrical performance 
may actually awaken audience and create real change



VARYING FACTORS AND    
SHOW SELECTION
I Do! I Do! (1966)

~ 50 years old

Tracks marriage from honeymoon to old age, exploring stages of marital life 
and common and predictable associated issues

The Last 5 Years (2001)

Contemporary musical

Looks at issues of young couple as one succeeds and one struggles in career  



I DO! I DO! — SYNOPSIS

ACT ONE

Michael and Agnes getting dressed for their wedding

Move through the ceremony, complete with Agnes throwing 
the flowers and the two going out into the audience to shake 
hands and welcome guests

Finally, Michael carries Agnes back across the threshold and 
they fall into the bed



I DO! I DO! — SYNOPSIS

Wedding night, Michael professes belief they were married in past 
life

Climb nervously into bed and pull covers back to find pillow 
embroidered with words “God Is Love”

After turning out light, Agnes admits she’s never see naked man

Awkward silence

Kiss and embrace passionately



I DO! I DO! — SYNOPSIS

Michael tells audience that, contrary to conventional wisdom, actually loves his wife

He wakes Agnes and they dance together

He falls asleep; she puts 'God Is Love' pillow under his head and tucks him in

The music becomes soft and tender as Agnes straightens the room. 

Gets the robe from her dressing area, slips into new outfit

She is very pregnant

Ruminates on impending motherhood



I DO! I DO! — SYNOPSIS

Michael in bed, calls for Agnes

Michael having sympathetic labor pains, is very needy and upset

Already feels displaced by the baby to come

Sitting on his lap,  Agnes goes into labor

As Michael goes for doctor, they promise they will never let 
anything happen to relationship



I DO! I DO! — SYNOPSIS

Michael pacing, praying that wife and baby survive

Michael has a son, now realizes that he has family to provide for

Agnes then has a girl

Tension between Agnes and Michael starts to become palpable

Michael very self-important about work and success as novelist

Treats her as “domestic” as he lectures audience on writers and writing, themes and works

She interrupts and calls his work dull

Criticizes her grammar, cooking, and habitual lateness and insists she accompany him to literary parties

She counters that she also has a list of irritating habits



I DO! I DO! — SYNOPSIS

They return from party and argue bitterly

He admits to having affair with a younger woman, blames Agnes for 
driving him away

Points out that men get better with age, and women get worse

In response to Michael having criticized shopping habits, Agnes starts 
parading extravagant items on dressing table

Fantasizes what life would be like if she were single divorcee partying 
the night away



I DO! I DO! — SYNOPSIS

Michael reappears to finish their discussion

She tells him to get out

He refuses, claims it is his house and his mortgage

She resolves to leave, taking the checkbook with her

He begins throwing her things into suitcase

Alarm clock, nightgown, cold cream, and “God Is Love” pillow

The Honeymoon is over



I DO! I DO! — SYNOPSIS

Agnes storms out

He waits for a moment, certain of her return

When she doesn't come back, he rushes after her

Drags her into the room, throws her on the bed

His anger dissipates

Pleadingly tells her of loneliness and regret

She cries, acknowledges that no one is perfect

They lay together and embrace



I DO! I DO! — SYNOPSIS

ACT TWO

Agnes and Michael in bed celebrating New Year's Eve — they are getting older

The 'God Is Love' pillow is gone

Children teenagers now, celebrating at New Year's parties of own

Michael angry that son hasn’t returned, goes downstairs to wait for him

Storms back into room, having found bourbon in son's room

They argue about parenting and Michael takes a swig from the bottle

Michael confronts his son at door only to discover his boy is a man, dressed in Michael’s tuxedo



I DO! I DO! — SYNOPSIS

Michael and Agnes reflect on dreams and regrets of early years

Agnes asks Michael if he is disappointed — he is not

They fantasize about children growing up and moving out

Make plans for middle age and retirement

He'll finally finish Collected Tolstoy and play saxophone

She’ll go to Tahiti, learn to do the hootchi-koo, and play the violin



I DO! I DO! — SYNOPSIS

Later, Michael dresses for his daughter's wedding

Not pleased with little girl’s choice of husband

Agnes enters, crying

Michael and Agnes watch ceremony and wave to departing couple

Go home to face an empty nest



I DO! I DO! — SYNOPSIS

Agnes faces transition to middle age

She doesn't know what to be now that children no longer need her as much

Michael enters with two packages

Agnes announces she's going away; she doesn't love Michael anymore

Feels he neither understands nor appreciates her, reveals infatuation with a young poet

Michael confesses his love and concern

Gives her charm bracelet with charm for each of them, one for each of their children, and 
room for lots of grandchildren

They dance together and multi-colored ribbons cascade from above



I DO! I DO! — SYNOPSIS

Music becomes softer and more carousel-like as they pick boxes 
and ribbons

They begin to pack up house

Music continues as they go to dressing tables and apply old-age 
makeup, wigs, and whiten hair

Much older Michael and Agnes are moving to smaller apartment

Gathering last bits and pieces to take along with movers



I DO! I DO! — SYNOPSIS

Michael pulls out steamer trunk and finds “God Is Love” pillow

Agnes wants to leave pillow for newlyweds who have bought house

Michael refuses — he was mortified to find it on wedding night

Won't have another young groom traumatized

Agnes sends Michael to look for champagne, sneaks pillow under covers

Michael returns with champagne, but determine that they won't drink it

Too early. (8:00 AM)

They look at each other across the bed and remember what a good life they’ve had



I DO! I DO! — SYNOPSIS

They take a last look around and leave the room together

Michael comes back in for champagne and finds “God Is Love”

Puts it on Agnes' side of the bed and the champagne on his side

The curtain falls on the home



THE LAST FIVE YEARS — 
SYNOPSIS

Cathy and Jamie's relationship has lasted five years

Cathy has just found note from Jamie signifying end of marriage

She feels he has easily moved on without her

Five years prior, Jamie just met Cathy and is soaring from the high

Recounts past relationships, feels as if he’s waited for her all his 
life



THE LAST FIVE YEARS — 
SYNOPSIS
Cathy hopeful for healing of marriage

Jamie comes to meet her in Ohio where she has been working as performer

She believes he will see her show and they will be able to spend time together

Though it’s her birthday, he has to leave earlier than expected for party back home

After first date, 23-year-old Jamie makes phone call to potential literary agent

Unbelievably, agent seems interested in his work

Soon career begins to soar and Jamie decides he wants to move in with Cathy

His life is moving at top speed



THE LAST FIVE YEARS — 
SYNOPSIS
Cathy's career is struggling

Turned down by a theatrical agent

As she waits patiently during book signing, expresses how she rides out manic 
writing spells

At second Christmas together, Jamie reads a story he wrote for her

Intended to inspire her to pursue her dreams of becoming actress

Tells her to quit her job and be happy

Also tells her how lucky he is to be in love with her



THE LAST FIVE YEARS — 
SYNOPSIS
Cathy has gotten a summer stock job in Ohio

Less than desirable, but trying to make most of it

Meanwhile, Jamie back in New York, his latest book a bestseller

Cathy writes a letter to Jamie as she anxiously awaits his visit

Jamie alone prepping himself to propose to Cathy

She appears in wedding dress and meets him at the altar

Physically together first time during show, exchange vows, promises of undying love



THE LAST FIVE YEARS — 
SYNOPSIS

Cathy is out of town working

Jamie promises to meet her as soon as he can escape his publisher

Cathy has just auditioned for and gotten another job

Jamie begins to feel the temptation of other women at parties

Success has made him center of attention

He feels pull, but loves Cathy and believes marriage will remain strong



THE LAST FIVE YEARS — 
SYNOPSIS
Cathy shares stress and difficulty of daily auditioning and rejection

At another audition, flounders as a million different things about her 
life with Jamie race through her head

Determined to have her own career and not live in shadow of her 
now-famous husband

Jamie doing reading at a bookstore

Passage he reads is metaphor for Cathy’s drive and feeling of his 
isolation from her



THE LAST FIVE YEARS — 
SYNOPSIS
Cathy is driving Jamie to meet her parents

She is happy and excited, and talks about disappointments of past in contrast 
to bright future with him

Jamie is fighting with Cathy

Just gotten book published and wants her to go to party publisher is throwing 
for him

She refuses

He doesn’t feel supported by her and does not understand why she’s angry



THE LAST FIVE YEARS — 
SYNOPSIS
Cathy floats on air at end of first date with Jamie

Shared first kiss and she wants the magical moment to last forever

She bids him goodbye until tomorrow

At same time, Jamie ends relationship and simply bids her goodbye

Jamie wakes up beside another woman

He knows he must go see Cathy in Ohio

Fighting panic and feeling of inevitability, admits to woman he has fallen in love with 
her



LIVE PERFORMANCE

Bess Jernigan Desta

“Still Hurting” — The Last Five Years



MARITAL MUSICALS RESEARCH

Before beginning of each musical, we asked audience to complete brief 
anonymous questionnaire at end of show

For half of each of shows, simply explained research about whether musical had 
effect on audience

1. Think about their own marriage

2. Have an emotional reaction about their own marriage

3. Whether show caused them to plan to behave differently in marriage

For other half of shows, provided presentation about how theatre can affect us



QUESTIONNAIRE

Postulated 51 hypotheses

Determine if musicals affect audience’s thoughts, feelings and behavior regarding marriages

Determine what variables seemed to be more significant in creating this effect

3 Yes or No Questions

1. Did this experience lead you the think about your own marriage?  (T)

2. Did this experience create an emotional response about your own marriage?  (F)

3. Based on this experience, do you plan to behave differently in some aspect of your 
marriage?  (B)



HYPOTHESES

2 Categories

Generalized

Is the amount of “yes” answers greater than would be generated by 
chance?

Comparisons

Did “x” elicit more “yes” answers than absence of “x”?

Which population had more “yes” answers?



GENERALIZED HYPOTHESES

For the given sample of respondents, was the number of “yes” answers 
greater than expected by chance? (p<.05) — T, F, B

All respondents

Only married respondents

Married respondents — I Do! I Do!

Married respondents — The Last Five Years

Did I Do! I Do! get more “yes”?



COMPARISON HYPOTHESES

For both shows, same set of comparisons amongst married respondents only 

Did presentation beforehand result in more “yes” answers?

Did being above or below 50 years of age affect likelihood of “yes” answer?

Men only

Women only

Were women more likely than men to give “yes” answer?

50 years old and above

Younger than 50 years



WERE “YES” RESPONSES DUE TO 
MORE THAN CHANCE?

THINK FEEL BEHAVE

ALL RESPONDENTS YES YES NO

MARRIED RESPONDENTS YES YES NO

MARRIED RESPONDENTS
I DO! I DO! YES YES NO

MARRIED RESPONDENTS
THE LAST FIVE YEARS YES YES NO

DID I DO! I DO! ELICIT MORE “YES” 
RESPONSES THAN THE LAST FIVE YEARS? YES YES YES



I DO! I DO!
MORE YES ANSWERS?

THINK FEEL BEHAVE

DID THE PRESENTATION BEFOREHAND 
AFFECT LIKELIHOOD OF “YES ANSWER? NO NO NO

DID AGE (50+ OR <50) AFFECT 
LIKELIHOOD OF “YES” ANSWERS? NO NO NO

FOR MEN, DID AGE AFFECT LIKELIHOOD 
OF “YES” ANSWERS? NO NO NO

FOR WOMEN, DID AGE AFFECT 
LIKELIHOOD OF “YES” ANSWERS? NO NO NO

WERE 50+ WOMEN MORE LIKELY THAN 
MEN TO ANSWER “YES”? YES NO YES

WERE <50 WOMEN MORE LIKELY THAN 
MEN TO ANSWER “YES”? YES YES NO



THE LAST FIVE YEARS
MORE YES ANSWERS?

THINK FEEL BEHAVE

DID THE PRESENTATION BEFOREHAND 
AFFECT LIKELIHOOD OF “YES ANSWER? NO YES NO

DID AGE (50+ OR <50) AFFECT 
LIKELIHOOD OF “YES” ANSWERS? YES YES YES

FOR MEN, DID AGE AFFECT LIKELIHOOD 
OF “YES” ANSWERS? YES YES YES

FOR WOMEN, DID AGE AFFECT 
LIKELIHOOD OF “YES” ANSWERS? YES YES NO

WERE 50+ WOMEN MORE LIKELY THAN 
MEN TO ANSWER “YES”? YES NO NO

WERE <50 WOMEN MORE LIKELY THAN 
MEN TO ANSWER “YES”? NO NO NO



WATCHING THEATRE CAN 
AWAKEN YOUR INNER HERO

“Playwriting has been compared to therapy, because playwrights are 
constantly trying to heal the psychological and social problems that 
plague them and our society.” ~ Downs & Russin

(Naked Playwriting… The Art, the Craft, and the Life Laid Bare)



THEATRICAL FICTIONS EXPLORE 
REAL ISSUES

Theatre provides escape from real life

Simultaneously forces us to confront central conflicts of life

Live song and dance serves two purposes

Entertains

Emotionally imprints messages more deeply in minds of audience



THEATRICAL FICTIONS EXPLORE 
REAL ISSUES
Some aspects of human struggle so universal that playwrights revisit 
them in vastly different settings

Actors play different characters on stage and are invited to examine 
how they live within their own values

Hopefully inspired to act in ways consistent with finest spirit vs. 
succumbing to worldly fears

We refer to theatre’s lessons as “morals,” meaning the “right thing 
to do”



THEATRICAL FICTIONS EXPLORE 
REAL ISSUES
Regarding messages of some shows, want to provide some counterbalancing messages to our 
children

Three local musicals which, on the surface, couldn’t seem more different

Huntsville High School’s The Wedding Singer

Independent Musical Productions’ RENT

Grissom High School’s Beauty and the Beast

Similar themes

Lead couple struggles with being true to self and risking true love vs. giving in to worldly 
fears by seeking security 



THEATRICAL FICTIONS EXPLORE 
REAL ISSUES

The male leads are fearful of declaring their love because they fear rejection

First need to achieve or be something more

Robbie’s (Wedding Singer) only a wedding singer, lives in grandmother’s basement

Roger (RENT) has no career or place to live and is HIV positive

Beast (Beauty and the Beast) is, well… a beast

Learned to overcome fears of rejection and take a risk on true love 

The Moral: — “Take into account that great love and great achievement involve great risks.” ~ Dalai 
Lama



THEATRICAL FICTIONS EXPLORE 
REAL ISSUES
The female leads all sought after by powerful, socially acceptable 
man who is attracted to their beauty and can provide them security. 

Julia (Wedding Singer)

Mimi (RENT)

Belle (Beauty and the Beast)

However, evident that security man doesn’t love/respect who they 
really are and will be unfaithful



THEATRICAL FICTIONS EXPLORE 
REAL ISSUES

To make “security” situations work, each would have to repress 
who she is

Struggle with worldly pressures to seek security over holding out 
for uncertainty of true love

The Moral — “You attract people with the qualities you display.  You 
keep them by the qualities you possess.”



THEATRICAL FICTIONS EXPLORE 
REAL ISSUES

Ultimately, males overcome fears and declare love to their true 
love, who returns the same

Confirms that if we are true to our own spirit, things will work 
out

The Moral: —“Dans l’amour vrai c’est l’ame qui embrasse le corps.” 
Translation — “In true love it is the soul that embraces the body.”



THEATRICAL FICTIONS EXPLORE 
REAL ISSUES
“The theatre is a gross art, built in sweeps and over emphasis.” ~ Enid 
Bagnold (British playwright)

Problem — Due to the need to create dramatic effect, the lessons or 
morals tend to be extreme and over-simplified.

“Moral” — You can find true love with a well-educated, gainfully employed, 
healthy, attractive man even more easily than you can with an uneducated, 
unemployed, sick, unattractive man.  ~ Dr. Pat and Dr. Margaret.   

As responsible parents, we may need to provide real life refinement to the 
extreme and idealistic morals of the theatre.  



LIVE PERFORMANCE

Margaret Bibb

“Children Will Listen” — Into the Woods



PLAY INSPIRES US TO VALUE THE 
ADVERSITY IN LIFE

“I thank God for my handicaps, for through them I have found 
myself, my work, and my God.” ~ Helen Keller



PLAY INSPIRES US TO VALUE THE 
ADVERSITY IN LIFE

The Miracle Worker

Real-life story of the awakening of Helen Keller

19 months of age Helen was left blind and deaf from a viral 
illness

Functioning deteriorated badly from that point



PLAY INSPIRES US TO VALUE THE 
ADVERSITY IN LIFE
20-year-old Annie Sullivan from the Perkins School for the Blind

Annie had been blind; repeated surgeries restored limited sight

She and brother had horrible childhood in an “institution”

Haunted throughout play by flashbacks to horrors of childhood and 
dying brother

At Perkins School,  Annie was smart (valedictorian) but stubborn

School was glad to send her off on first assignment



PLAY INSPIRES US TO VALUE THE 
ADVERSITY IN LIFE
Annie assigned to Helen Keller

Helen’s family constantly skeptical, undermined her authority

Captain Arthur Keller worst critic

Significant family pedigree

Confederate war officer

Editor of the North Alabamian Newspaper

Marshall of North Alabama

Stated that they treated Helen lovingly, but admitted plan to put Helen in an institution



PLAY INSPIRES US TO VALUE THE 
ADVERSITY IN LIFE

Conflict involving love and commitment

Kellers — love without requirements

Let love and pity keep them from 
being willing to make Helen 
uncomfortable, discover her best self

Allowed Helen to become someone 
they didn’t like, were willing (barring 
quick improvement) to institutionalize

Annie Sullivan — love means committing

Held Helen to same standards as self



PLAY INSPIRES US TO VALUE THE 
ADVERSITY IN LIFE
Characters of Annie Sullivan (challenges) and Helen Keller (complacency)

Challenges help us grow stronger, wiser, more resourceful

Annie saved Helen from miserable life and awakened Kellers

Helen Keller became brilliant woman, source of wisdom, hope for many people

Without blindness and deafness, likely would have lived average life in obscurity

With disabilities but without Sullivan’s challenges, would have lived miserable life

Although Annie suffered childhood trauma, trauma made her The Miracle Worker



PLAY INSPIRES US TO VALUE THE 
ADVERSITY IN LIFE
Helen Keller quote meaningful against relationship with Sullivan:

“My Friends have made the story of my life.  In a thousand ways 
they have turned my limitations into privileges, and enabled me to 
walk serene and happy in the shadow cast by my deprivation.”

Play can inspire each of us to value adversity in own and children’s 
lives

Helps us find clarity commitment to expect of ourselves and 
those we love to grow and become best versions of selves



‘LITTLE SHOP’ LETS US FEEL 
POSITIVE ABOUT OUR LIVES
Theatre presents with human struggle to overcome challenges, find:

Significance; Self-expression; Achievement; Love; Joy; and Security

Most theatre presents these struggles through unrealistic and 
caricature-like situations and characters

Allows us to escape thematically similar struggles of own lives

Clearer moral dilemmas and lessons comforting in face of the 
“muddy” nature of many real-life dilemmas



‘LITTLE SHOP’ LETS US FEEL 
POSITIVE ABOUT OUR LIVES

Inspirational music and lyrics emotionally enhance significance of 
each scene

Laughing to crying to inspired applause, all in ten minutes

Good theatre creates escape into parallel reality

Leaves us more capable of seeing significance of situations and 
people in own lives



‘LITTLE SHOP’ LETS US FEEL 
POSITIVE ABOUT OUR LIVES

Little Shop of Horrors

Downtrodden protagonists Seymour and Audrey struggle against multiple villains, find:

Significance; Self-expression; Achievement; Love; Joy; and Security

Villains Orin and Audrey II

Orin, sadistic dentist, allows us to indulgence of secret belief that dentists enjoy 
giving pain

Able to address fears by vicariously enjoying Seymour killing this tormentor

Audrey II, extraterrestrial plant with evil motives, entices Seymour with greed



‘LITTLE SHOP’ LETS US FEEL 
POSITIVE ABOUT OUR LIVES

Music enhances experience

“Dentist!” — Creepy and amusing

“Suddenly Seymour” — Inspiring and 
poignant

“Feed Me” — Scary and viscerally exciting

Doo Wop Girls — Singing narrators (a la 
Greek chorus) as well as active characters 
in the play

Bridge to audience, create stronger 
sense of connection and clarity



‘LITTLE SHOP’ LETS US FEEL 
POSITIVE ABOUT OUR LIVES
Movie and stage musical — different endings

Movie gives clear moral — Nobility and bravery win out, are 
rewarded with significance, self-expression, achievement, love, joy 
and security

Stage moral not so clear — Giving in to greed will ruin your life 
along with everyone else’s

However, upbeat and humorous nature of as whole conveyed 
positive feeling about life, which we expect out of good theatre



3 FLICKS HELP DAUGHTER COPE 
WITH TEEN CLIQUES
Q: My sixth grade daughter has struggled terribly this year, because 
three of the girls she’s old friends with have become “cool” and are 
excluding her.  I’ve had her invite them for a movie night or a sleep 
over and they have either not come or ignored her when they did 
come.  Their mothers have been pleasant, but no help when I talked 
to the two of them I know well.  

She doesn’t seem to value my reassurance and resists my suggestions 
of finding new friends.  She says I don’t understand.  She tries to look 
“cooler” and keeps trying to be included, just to be rejected further.  
I am very concerned as she is getting sadder and seems stuck.  



3 FLICKS HELP DAUGHTER COPE 
WITH TEEN CLIQUES
Familiar scenario — children enter middle school and exclude old friends

Two common impediments for some children in making transition

1. Believe parents don’t understand complex social problems

When need parents the most, may invalidate support and help

2. “When one door closes, another opens; but we often look so long and so regretfully upon 
the closed door that we do not see the one which has opened for us.”  ~ Alexander 
Graham Bell 

May have difficulty resolving hurt from rejection by girls who were close friends

May not recognize value in loyal friendship of “not cool” friend vs. unstable “cool” friends



3 FLICKS HELP DAUGHTER COPE 
WITH TEEN CLIQUES
Understanding and grieving is important aspect of opening up to other 
options

Because daughter not valuing input, may consider indirect way of helping her 
grieve loss, understand social dynamics, and make plan for new friends and 
activities

Three movies that insightfully and inspirationally explore these issues, might 
achieve all of these goals

If she has any true friends left, may want to have her invite them over for 
some movie nights without making any statements about your motives 



3 FLICKS HELP DAUGHTER COPE 
WITH TEEN CLIQUES

1. Freaky Friday

Primary theme is mother/daughter empathy and respect 

Secondary theme about acceptance of loss of old “cool” 
friends and finding new loyal friends



3 FLICKS HELP DAUGHTER COPE 
WITH TEEN CLIQUES

2. 13 Going on Thirty

Primary theme is long-term price paid for abandoning 
wholesome values and friends in favor of “being popular”

Secondary theme emphasizes comfort and wisdom that can 
come from parents, regardless of one’s age



3 FLICKS HELP DAUGHTER COPE 
WITH TEEN CLIQUES

3. Mean Girls — Gives detailed, caricature-like picture of teen 
culture and cliques

Primary theme emphasizes what can happen when you forsake 
genuineness and “uncool” friends for unstable “cool” friends



3 FLICKS HELP DAUGHTER COPE 
WITH TEEN CLIQUES

May then want to gently get involved with helping child identify 
some activities which she will be reasonably good at that will 
connect her with culture nice kids who are more socially open

Help her explore wholesome activities like church groups, 
summer camp, sports, choir, school band, theatre, school 
newspaper, etc.  If she will let you, help her navigate these options 
until she finds warm connection with new friends

If still no luck, try counseling



GROUP TIME

Break into groups to discuss movies which have significant 
psychological value

Movies you took value from

Suggestions you might make to clients



MOST SEVERE WOUNDS OFTEN 
BORN OF GOOD INTENTIONS
Jekyll & Hyde an exploration of duality of man, struggle between good 
and evil in all of us

Repeating theme in story content and song lyrics is "The Facade" and 
the fear of looking behind it

Evil illustrated in different ways and by different characters in the show

Overtly cruel and violent characters

Characters who would not define themselves as evil but whose smug 
and insensitive abuses of power made them evil



MOST SEVERE WOUNDS OFTEN 
BORN OF GOOD INTENTIONS

Dr. Henry Jekyll vs. Edward Hyde



MOST SEVERE WOUNDS OFTEN 
BORN OF GOOD INTENTIONS
Dr. Jekyll vs. Mr. Hyde

Most fascinating and stark juxtaposition of good and evil

Dr. Jekyll a man of high moral character haunted by loss of father to dementia; 
mission to develop formula for those lost to mental illness/disease — Good

Mr. Hyde angry and violent character who goes on a murderous rampage 
around London — Evil

Result of research gone awry

Ends up destroying himself



MOST SEVERE WOUNDS OFTEN 
BORN OF GOOD INTENTIONS

Jekyll's aspirations, driven by his wounds, lead to determination

Falls into a classic addictive pattern

Addictive behavior makes him feel powerful and safe, and he 
experiences blackouts that keep him from confronting the 
costs of his addiction until it is too late



LIVE PERFORMANCE

James Desta

“Confrontation” — Jekyll & Hyde



MOST SEVERE WOUNDS OFTEN 
BORN OF GOOD INTENTIONS

Familiar scenario — deterioration into alcoholism, other addictions

Recognizable pattern in many other kinds of people

Struggle driven by honorable motives born from emotional 
wounding

Theme we see in practices, friends, and selves



MOST SEVERE WOUNDS OFTEN 
BORN OF GOOD INTENTIONS

When own wounds aren’t healed, loving intentions may hurt others

Example — woman neglected in childhood vows children will never 
feel same way

Unintentionally spoils them, makes them feel entitled

Example — father who grew up in poverty wants to provide children 
with material opportunities, works all the time

Robs them of thing they need most - a relationship with their father 



MOST SEVERE WOUNDS OFTEN 
BORN OF GOOD INTENTIONS

Saddest, most severe wounds often born of best intentions

Important to reflect on, address, and heal unresolved issues

Must do so before undertaking healing of others



MOST SEVERE WOUNDS OFTEN 
BORN OF GOOD INTENTIONS

After performance, many theatregoers exhausted from emotional 
intensity of show  

Impact more than just dramatic and well-presented story

Result of resonance with universal aspects of human experience 
and the challenge to heal our wounds and live consciously



“Music is the language of the spirit.

It opens the secrets of 
life bringing peace, 
abolishing strife.”

~ Kahlil Gibran



GET IN TOUCH WITH YOUR 
ALTER EGO

40-year-old feels inordinate sense of responsibility for all aspects of 
family's wellbeing, especially financial security

As a result, stays stressed to limit and wife wonders what 
happened to the fun guy she married

Part of him is free spirit (poet and musician)

Rarely shows this part of himself in recent years



GET IN TOUCH WITH YOUR 
ALTER EGO

Tendency for pressured over-responsibility developed in unstable 
and insecure childhood environment

Had to shoulder excessive amounts of responsibility

Driven by selfless intentions to take care of family, becomes 
pressured and intolerant

Wife feels abused and disconnected



GET IN TOUCH WITH YOUR 
ALTER EGO
Extreme versions of alter ego in literature

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde

Much milder version alter ego exists in many normal adults

In response to life stressors, many push aside parts of self that seem 
“less responsible” so we can be more effective in life

Denying these parts makes life more stressful and less joyful

Also makes us less effective in creating truly successful life



GET IN TOUCH WITH YOUR 
ALTER EGO
We identify alter egos by celebrities we are fond of, especially in the 
entertainment world

Dr. Quirk — over-responsible, conscientious husband, father, and 
professional

Jimmy Buffet and Homer Simpson

Receive great vicarious satisfaction from self-centered 
hedonism expressed in Jimmy's music and Homer's 
weekly shenanigans



GET IN TOUCH WITH YOUR 
ALTER EGO

Dr. Bibb — over-responsible, devoted professional and mother

Bonnie Raitt

Minister friend devoted to his charity work

Jack Nicholson

"It feels so good to be bad"



GET IN TOUCH WITH YOUR 
ALTER EGO

Does Pat want to ignore family's needs, fill free time with drinking and 
carousing?

Does Margaret want to live wild life that Bonnie's songs describe?

Does minister really want to be “bad"?

No!

However, if we don't find way to express these “primal” cravings, likely 
to be stressed; may end up hurting those we are committed to serving



GET IN TOUCH WITH YOUR 
ALTER EGO

Denial of an aspect of self often leads to outrageous conduct 
labeled as "the mid-life crisis”

Affairs or impulsive, irresponsible career changes

If we deny some aspects long enough, we can end up expressing 
drives in outrageous and harmful ways



GET IN TOUCH WITH YOUR 
ALTER EGO

Important to recognize how efforts to be "good" may harm self and 
others

May be useful to explore origins of problem tendencies

Current circumstances don't call for same overzealousness that 
may have been appropriate at an earlier time



GET IN TOUCH WITH YOUR 
ALTER EGO
Identifying celebrity alter ego can help identify how to express own needs 
in a less outrageous manner

Dr. Margaret — sing and play in a rock 'n' roll band

Dr. Pat — regularly listen Jimmy Buffet and watch “The Simpsons”

In both of cases, these allow attitude shift in everyday life

Be a little more fun and a little less serious

More at peace within ourselves and more fun for those around us



SELF-HELP MIX

If music for personal growth is appealing, maybe design “self-help 
mix”

First step — identify personality traits to soften or de-emphasize



SELF-HELP MIX

Shift of perspective has global theme

Dramatically presented in the first song, repeated as “refrain” later

Subtle sub-themes can be developed with other songs.

Examples

Bobby McFerrin — “Don’t Worry, Be Happy”

James Taylor — “The Secret of Life”

Jimmy Buffet — “Straight from the Heart”



SELF-HELP MIX

Music can be a powerful way to bring forward joyful parts of self



GROUP DISCUSSION

Break into groups to discuss songs for self or clients to draw out 
the alter ego



DO TEENAGE FAIRY TALES COME TRUE? 
CUE THE NEW TAYLOR SWIFT VIDEO

Teenage girls often carry fairy tale 
image of princess and knight on 
white horse

Unfortunately, adolescent 
developmental need for autonomy 
creates decrease in reliance on 
parental guidance

Hard for them to believe that 
parents understand emotional 
struggles of their complex lives



DO TEENAGE FAIRY TALES COME TRUE? 
CUE THE NEW TAYLOR SWIFT VIDEO

At same time, increase in power of peers and popular culture

Share stories and feelings that resonate with teen’s own life

Allows her to live others’ stories as if they were her own

Parents should strive to create sense of mutual understanding while 
supporting teens’ involvement with peers and popular culture

Creates sense of being understood, promotes healthy attitudes 
and behavior



DO TEENAGE FAIRY TALES COME TRUE? 
CUE THE NEW TAYLOR SWIFT VIDEO

Taylor Swift’s new video “White Horse”

Ability to deeply touch teenage girls’ hearts and influence them 
with empowering message



TAYLOR SWIFT — WHITE HORSE



DO TEENAGE FAIRY TALES COME TRUE? 
CUE THE NEW TAYLOR SWIFT VIDEO

One limiting factor in potential psychological value of a song is that 
it can only make one clear point

This song not intended to suggest that every time infidelity, 
relationship should be terminated

This song does not suggest that men not victims women infidelity

To get those messages, we’ll have to use other songs



DANCE

“They have been called Transformational Arts” ~ Dr. Tina Stromsted



DANCE

This is because the individual is transformed in performing the art

Theatrical Therapies can be considered “Experiential Metaphors”



DANCE

“Dance therapy has been referred 
to as Authentic Movement.  The 
way you move in the dance is how 
you move through life”

~ Dr. Ilene Serlin



DANCE

“Dance movement is unconscious. 
The body doesn’t lie.  When you 
change your body, you change your 
mind and in turn, change your life” ~ 
Rita Brown, M.A.



HOLIDAY PERFORMANCE GIVES 
DAD NEW PERSPECTIVE
Concern for children being raised in culture where extracurricular 
involvement seems essential to strong social network

Concern about developing sense of responsibility and respect for 
authority

Sometimes share memories of personal responsibility and 
respect of authority at their age

Surprisingly don't seem to fully appreciate the value of my 
wisdom



HOLIDAY PERFORMANCE GIVES 
DAD NEW PERSPECTIVE

Margaret and I had an experience that allowed us to examine this 
issue more thoroughly

Academy for Academics and Arts Stars and Clowns

Deborah Fleischman is director of the Stars and Clowns

Passionate, a little scary, and loves kids enough to "expect the 
best" out of them



HOLIDAY PERFORMANCE GIVES 
DAD NEW PERSPECTIVE

Occasionally puts together experienced and talented parents — 
and some not so much (like me) — into group called "Moppin' 
Moms and Do Dads”

Perform for school's Christmas show and Panoply arts festival

True exercise in humility!



HOLIDAY PERFORMANCE GIVES 
DAD NEW PERSPECTIVE
Parents had a tough time

Rehearsals were tough after long day's work

Continuously evolving choreography was a challenge.

At times, scolded for misbehaving

Struck by the fact that kids come in tired after intense days 

Debbie much harder on them than on us

Learn confidence balanced with humility, find hidden talents



HOLIDAY PERFORMANCE GIVES 
DAD NEW PERSPECTIVE

Stressful and unfamiliar circumstances led to resurrection of a 
strategy developed in doctoral-level statistics classes

Develop relationship with strong, competent woman (Margaret) 
and gratefully let her guide me through

In Moppin' Moms and Do Dads, Margaret guided me on one 
side and our friend Kyle guided me on the other



HOLIDAY PERFORMANCE GIVES 
DAD NEW PERSPECTIVE

Night of the performance

Bright lights, full theater

Completely goofed up some things

At the end, still received a rousing ovation (benefits of 
performing in front of families)

Made the Stars and Clowns look good



HOLIDAY PERFORMANCE GIVES 
DAD NEW PERSPECTIVE
Afterwards, girls gave some of best hugs in a long time and lots of praise.

Made no mention of errors

Not necessary to express concerns about responsibility or respect for authority

Realized they are strong women who help others (like me) learn parts get through rehearsals 
and performances

In "out-in-the-world" settings, girls might be more responsible and respectful of authority than 
me at their age and than I am now.

At end of evening, witnessed lasting loyalty from loving “expectations"

Stars and Clowns alumni returned to share in traditional closing song, "Christmas in Killarney" 



HOLIDAY PERFORMANCE GIVES 
DAD NEW PERSPECTIVE

Restricted social contact and activities outside home this Christmas 
vacation

Reinforce family values

House cleaning and discussions about what we "expect" of each 
other

Everyone seems to feel more loving connection now

Greater level of responsibility and respect for authority in the home



MOPPIN’ MOMS AND DO DADS

Moppin’ Moms and Do Dads Video



NO LIMITS FOR CHILDREN IN 
DANCE YOUR DREAMS

"My friends have made the story of my life. In a thousand ways they 
have turned my limitations into privileges, and enabled me to walk 
serene and happy in the shadow of my deprivation." ~ Helen Keller



NO LIMITS FOR CHILDREN IN 
DANCE YOUR DREAMS

Being a child with significant mental or physical challenges limits 
ability to participate and achieve in "normal" activities

Also limits ability to develop connected friendships with children 
and adults that children normally form in those activities



NO LIMITS FOR CHILDREN IN 
DANCE YOUR DREAMS
If mentally or physically challenged children participate in mainstream 
activities, teachers and students generally kind to them

Challenged children can't get individual attention they need to achieve 
their best

Painfully aware they don't perform as well as "normal" children

In an activity exclusively made up of challenged children, they can feel 
separated from mainstream

May not strive to be their best



NO LIMITS FOR CHILDREN IN 
DANCE YOUR DREAMS

Dance Your Dreams — Merrimack Hall

Dance program for special needs children

Merrimack Hall has developed additional creative arts 
programs based on this concept

Fascinated and inspired by how well program helps children be 
their best and helps everyone to lovingly connect



NO LIMITS FOR CHILDREN IN 
DANCE YOUR DREAMS

Elianna — charming 6-year-old with cerebral palsy

Able to stand on her own without assistance devices for the first time

Why did she stand for first time in class, rather than home or in 
physical therapy sessions?

Loving, fun nature of the class along with desire to achieve in 
front of these people incredibly motivating for Elianna

Since that time she has been able to take six steps in a row



NO LIMITS FOR CHILDREN IN 
DANCE YOUR DREAMS

The girls make friends in the class

Darby and Abby both invited whole class to birthday parties

Abby passed down dance clothes to Elianna

The girls also make play dates and share activities outside of class



NO LIMITS FOR CHILDREN IN 
DANCE YOUR DREAMS

Hayley has learned can't just show them affection

Also has to hold them responsible

During class, called up two girls who had been misbehaving

Calmly but firmly explained to them how she expected them 
to behave

Did exactly that



NO LIMITS FOR CHILDREN IN 
DANCE YOUR DREAMS

As the students demonstrate greater responsibility, they are given 
helping roles

Merrimack offers summer camps to bring in new participants

Caroline autistic girl helpful with other girls in dance class

Assistant teacher in one of Merrimack's summer classes



NO LIMITS FOR CHILDREN IN 
DANCE YOUR DREAMS
Laura Beth trained to help with visual arts and movement program

Proudly shared with visiting parent that "I'm a role model"

Each child assigned a volunteer

Exceptionally compassionate young person

Develops close, loving relationship with the student

Decorian keeps picture of Olivia as background on his cell phone



NO LIMITS FOR CHILDREN IN 
DANCE YOUR DREAMS

Britt, Michaela, and Axee all exceptionally kind teenagers

Share that they love their students and they love this class

Volunteers have special relationships with students

Some parents use them as baby sitters for their daughters



NO LIMITS FOR CHILDREN IN 
DANCE YOUR DREAMS

Warm friendships developed among all those involved allow these 
children to feel connected in community and to be their best

Meanwhile, they are able to teach everybody else a great deal about 
love and about truly being your best



WAITING ON THE WORLD TO CHANGE 
— DANCE YOUR DREAMS


